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Nothing But Blue Skies: Seeking Heart Teen Series, Book TwoReturning from her crazy week at

camp, Amber Wilson gets back to her normal life, or at least that's her intention. In the days leading

up to her sixteenth birthday and during the first few weeks of her junior year, she has some difficult

choices to make and finds her life changing in more ways than one. Between spending time with her

friends -- both new and old, her busy volleyball schedule, her first official date, and plenty of other

surprises, Amber experiences both joy-filled and confusing moments. Will she make the right

decisions? Will the clouds of uncertainty lift? And are the good things happening to her too good to

be true? As she committed to at camp, Amber begins to go deeper than ever in her relationship with

Jesus, sees how that affects her everyday life, and learns what it means to have a seeking heart.

But will God really answer her prayers? Can she dare to hope for the blue skies to remain, or is a

storm just waiting to douse her new found joys? "You will seek me and find me when you seek me

with all your heart. I will be found by you..." declares the LORD. ~ Jeremiah 29:13-14*Nothing But

Blue Skies is the second book in the Seeking Heart series for teen girls and is recommended for

ages 13 and up. Books in this series are meant to be read in sequential order.Melanie Wilber is the

author of the Seeking Heart series for teen girls, the Heaven in my Heart and True Friendship series

for pre and early teens, and the Pure in Heart and Garden of Love series for older teens and

college-age readers. She also authors several devotional books and independent novels.
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Meet Amber Wilson who having just returned from summer camp is getting ready to turn 16. At

camp not only did she meet Seth but on the last day her friend Stacey became a Christian.SO

refreshing to read about Amber's parents being very much in love and open with their children,

sharing with them how God has worked in their lives. When Amber talks to them about getting a job

they wisely advise her to pray about it. In the meantime, Amber cannot understand why Seth is

"happening" to her, thinking herself plain, ordinary and accident prone. Seth, on the other hand,

sees a person dedicated to the Lord, genuine and truly beautiful inside and out.This story is

PERFECT for teenagers, illustrating the importance of keeping your relationship pure and building

up a friendship with each other as well as keeping your eyes on the Lord. It reminds me of the

triangle illustration with you and your partner at both bottom corners and the Lord at the top. As you

get closer to the Lord, you will get closer to each other.Think 15 is too young to fall in love? I met my

future husband at 15 and we are still very much in love 30 years later! HIGHLY RECOMMEND this

well-written book!

I ordered this book of my daughters kindles and they both loved and the series, thank you writing

good clean book I know my daughter can read without worrying about adult content

I liked this book. It was well written, and thought out. The characters were engaging and strong in

their faith. The book was appropriately named, because everything works out in favor of the three

main characters lives. That much going right all at the same time seemed unrealistic, but leaves you

with a warm fuzzy feeling at the end anyway.

Loved the first one and this one picked up right where the last one left off. Amber and Seth's

relationship is such an encouragement and I can't wait to see where God will take them next.

This book was really good and Melanie Wilber must be really reaching out to lots of teens. I love

how she stresses physical purity in relationships. Amber's and Seth's relationship is a great



example of this. I hope you enjoy this book. -K

These book really touch the heart a recommend them to anyone. Finding the balance between

friends and love but keeping God in your life

This book is wonderful and I think about it a lot and this Is a book any body can relate to its

wonderful
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